Streamline Claim Processes
with Fast Attach ™ software
Improve Your Revenue Cycle with
Electronic Claim Document Submission

Search Payer Requirements Prior to
Submission

Today’s hospitals are challenged with maximizing
efficiencies in all that they do. Identifying audit risks
as well as gaps in processes that create unnecessary
paperwork are key areas for improvement in many
healthcare organizations. The FastAttach software from
Vyne Medical® can help mitigate these concerns.

Additionally, Vyne Medical offers the FastLook service,
an integrated solution that helps eliminate confusion
around individual payer attachment requirements for
claims adjudication all located in one central site. With
FastLook, providers can search by payer name and
procedure code to determine if an attachment needs to
be sent and if so, the exact parameters of what needs
to be sent. Knowing this up-front eliminates the hassle
of sending unnecessary attachments and can be a real
time-saver.*

The FastAttach solution solves the problem of
managing cost and time delays associated with the
retrieval and transmission of medical documentation
between providers and payers. FastAttach is an
encrypted, Internet based electronic attachment
software for submitting requested additional
documentation to health plans and payers.
The FastAttach software has earned Certified status
for information security by the Health Information Trust
(HITRUST) Alliance. With the HITRUST CSF Certified
Status, the FastAttach solution meets key healthcare
regulations and requirements for protecting and
securing sensitive private healthcare information.

How Does the FastAttach Software Work?
Vyne Medical provides an electronic information
exchange that is both secure and readily accessible
to payers and providers in both large hospitals and
smaller medical practices. No more lugging stacks of
records from place to place for shipping in response
to claims denials. Instead, use the FastAttach software
to package your documentation in an “electronic
envelope” and simply transmit all of the information
required to adjudicate a claim in a secure, trackable
manner with just a few clicks.

The Costly Truths of Paper Claim
Documentation
For Providers
• Staff often spends as long as 20 minutes retrieving,
copying, assembling and mailing a single paper
claim.
• Delays in payments and increased DAR are inevitable
• Often deadlines have come and gone before claim
requests can be replied to resulting in write-offs
• Manual “detective work” is required for tracking and
following up on paper attachments.

Learn more about Fast Attach - 888.329.9988 | vynemedical.com
*Available on a payer by payer basis.

Supporting documentation can be easily
attached via a wide variety of image
capture methods.
The FastAttach service also supports
mutliple file types to accomodate images
and documents.

For Payers

• Reduces time tracking claim status

• It is time consuming and expensive. From the postal
fees, to the labor costs associated with managing the
process, paper correspondence lengthens turnaround
times and reduces first-pass adjudication rates.
• Paper processes lead to lost claims and hassles
associated with reimbursements

• Eliminates “lost” attachments
• Reduces denied and pended claims
• Eliminates paper-based workflow
• Reduces postage and fax charges
• Provides secure, compliant transmission

• Tracking paper claims is nearly impossible

Benefits of the FastAttach software:
• Improves acceptance rates for claims requiring
supporting documentation
• Faster reimbursements

For additional information about the FastAttach
service contact Vyne Medical at 888.329.9988
or visit www.vynemedical.com.
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